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While the art of the Han China were more focus on the landscapes and scenes surround them, along with the
serenity and balance of the world drawn on to canvases in great details document L. On the other hand, the
Han Empire had a monarch ruled over them Online. Heaven selects the emperor, the sole ruler, but he needed
people to help him rule. During those times there were a total of 26 emperors who ruled China. The main
language of the Han tribe is Chinese qtd Due to their different geographical locations and population sizes the
two empires formed very different government systems. These can be categorized into four different
groupings. The Greeks saw the individual as important and powerful, where the Chinese saw nature as more
important than the individual. The officials composed of five hundreds men, fifty from each of the ten Attic
tribes states. They both discovered many remarkable findings, developed many new creations, and have
defeated many great wars. These made life very different for ordinary citizens. In Han China abandonment
and infanticide were accepted because of economical problems. People believed that Heaven chose the person
who was ready to rule the Empire. There are multiple examples of difference between the different female mill
workers. This paper analyses the ways in which the development of the Han dynasty influenced Chinese
culture, to what extent, and why. The people were only a tiny part of the big picture. The first document shows
the maps of both the empires side by side. Confucianism was built around social order and peace through
patriarchy. Most importantly, this document shows that in. The Athenians had a democratic government that
they believed to be original and better than any other. As you see from the list above, Han classified their
classes specifically. However, as you can see in the painting, there are only two men in the painting, this could
mean that humans were inconsiderable in their arts document L. This shows that in Athens most of the men
had a voice and were able to choose what went on in their government while in Han China they were governed
by one emperor and his many officials. The differences here are clear. In Classical Athens they had a more
self-governed government whereas for Han China the emperor controlled governed everything. For example,
on the front cover page, there is a drawing or statue of a Greek man, the Greek man is standing in a weird
position with his arms pointing down, there are a few lines emphasizing his muscles, torso, biceps, etc. Any
adult male. In Athens, farmers were very valued and the majority of the citizens there were landowning
farmers. In both Classical Athens and Han China infanticide was not strange.


